
Released on 1st March 
2015, Ragsy’s debut album 
‘Ouch!!!’ is a soulful blend of 
powerful vocals, beautiful 
acoustic melodies and heart-
on-your-sleeve songwriting.

Taking inspiration from his own life experiences and 

finding catharsis in pouring his emotions into song, 

Ragsy’s heartfelt lyrics perfectly align with his raw, 

classic rock-inspired vocals. Crafted over a two-year 

period following his time on BBC’s The Voice in 2013, 

mentored by Sir Tom Jones; ‘Ouch!!!’ is a record of the 

highs and lows, where Ragsy’s distinctive voice tells an 

honest and impassioned tale of life’s unpredictability.

The popularity of his uniquely re-worked versions of 

‘Walking In The Air’ and ‘The Scientist’ have seen Ragsy 

make numerous appearances on Radio including The 

BBC for live sessions and interviews with influential 

broadcasters such as Mike Read, Lynn Bowles, Jamie 

Owen, Wynne Evans and Eleri Sion. 

Through these performances and assured live shows 

at such esteemed events as Glastonbury, Wakestock, 

Brecon Fringe and Ponty’s Big Weekend, Ragsy has 

been building a loyal fanbase that will undoubtedly 

grow in even greater number when he tours in support 

of this debut - details of which can be found upon 

announcement on the Facebook and Twitter pages.

Ouch!!!’ will be released the 1st March on CD and also 

through all major download sites including iTunes 

and amazon, and is available to pre-order now, with 

a secret track –the studio version of ‘Feels Like Home’, 

which was performed live exclusively on BBC Radio 

– immediately accessible to those who pre-order it. But 

there’s no need to wait until then to hear the inimitable 

sound of this talented singer-songwriter; visit youtube.

com/RagsyMusic to enjoy a variety of high quality 

live recordings and music videos.

More information about upcoming gigs, tours and 

radio appearances can be found at 

twitter.com/Ragsy78, facebook.com/Ragsy and 

soundcloud.com/Ragsy78. Any enquiries can 

be sent to ragsymusic@gmail.com. 

Watch the album release video
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